
LucidSound Announces the New LS15X and LS15P Wireless Gaming 
Headsets Designed for Premium Performance on Xbox Series X|S and 

PlayStation 5 

 

 

With unrivaled performance and comfort, the officially licensed LS15X and LS15P take gaming 
to the next level 

WOODINVILLE, Wash. – October 19, 2020 – LucidSound, crafters of audio products 
specifically for the needs of gamers in their everyday lives, is launching the officially licensed 
LS15X Wireless Gaming Headset for Xbox and LS15P Wireless Gaming Headset for 
PlayStation. As the latest evolution in LucidSound’s iconic wireless headset line, the LS15 
delivers the performance gamers expect from LucidSound with immersive features and a 
comfortable design that gives them the competitive edge and lets them focus on the game. The 
LS15X and LS15P are available now at LucidSound.com, Amazon.com and Target.com for 
$99.99. 



“With the highly anticipated launch of the next generation of gaming platforms just 
around the corner, LucidSound has reimagined what you can expect from next gen 
wireless gaming headsets. We are focusing on what matters most to gamers. The LS15 
delivers class leading interference-free wireless, ultra-comfortable design, a sound stage 
created to take advantage of the different surround sound options offered by the 
consoles, crystal-clear communication and our iconic control system that allows the 
gamer to focus on the game and make critical in-game audio adjustments intuitively.”  

– Chris Von Huben [Sr. Director of Audio, LucidSound] 

 

Wireless Performance 

LucidSound’s advanced wireless chipset delivers a strong and clear wireless signal even in the 
most crowded WiFi and mesh network areas. Without the need for configuration, one-step setup 
gets you gaming in no time. 

Custom-Tuned Audio and Crystal-Clear Chat with Dual Mics 

Hear immersive high-fidelity stereo and Windows Sonic surround sound through powerful, 
precision-tuned 50mm drivers with three custom-tuned EQ modes. The conveniently designed 
dual mic system includes a detachable, flexible boom mic with an LED mic mute indicator for 
crystal-clear chat from your teammates. Removing the boom mic activates a built-in mic perfect 
for mobile gaming and calls. 

Designed for Marathon Gaming 

Be ready for long campaigns with an up to 15-hour rechargeable battery and glasses-friendly 
soft memory foam earpads with a flexible lightweight frame. Between matches, the spacious 
earcups twist flat to rest comfortably around your neck. 

Intuitive Controls  

Control audio and chat via on-earcup quick-access controls, making it easier than ever to adjust 
your comms without breaking your concentration. 

-MORE- 

About LucidSound 

LucidSound was founded with a simple mission: to serve gamers everywhere by making 
headsets that sound great, feel great, and look great. In 2016, a small team of gaming industry 
veterans leveraged their collective experience to pioneer a new direction in gaming audio, 
bringing audiophile-grade sound, premium build quality, and a fresh take on design to the 



category. Winning media awards right from the start, LucidSound has quickly become an 
industry leader thanks to our dedicated community of partners and fans. LucidSound aims to be 
the audio brand you trust in gaming and life. 
  
In 2020, LucidSound was acquired by PowerA, a global leader in video gaming peripherals. 
LucidSound gaming headsets and accessories are sold at retailers worldwide. 

 To learn more, visit LucidSound.com. 
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